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Oh, Say What Is Truth? And What Is a False 
Claim?
False Claim Act cases defy the simplicity of true/false quizzes
By Marianne M. Jennings, JD

D
ue to the many true/false quizzes taken in our 
youth, we are surely possessed of the skill sets 
for discerning truth. The False Claims Act (FCA) 
seems to indicate that the educational true/

false tests were easier than our real-life tests on truth. At the 
heart of all FCA cases is the allegation that someone did not 
tell the truth.

The FCA was a pre-Civil War statute used throughout the 
post-Civil War to curb the scalawags and carpetbaggers 
who were billing the federal government for reconstruction 
efforts that did not produce reconstruction. Specifically, 
they were not telling the government the truth about the 
amounts due for their reimbursement for work on the 
government’s behalf or at its behest.

The statute was applied in simple fashion: you had either 
built the building or you had not. You either did the work or 
you did not: true/false. The original statute had its qui tam 
provisions (qui tam pro domino rege quam pro se ipso in hac 
parte sequitur – which, roughly translated, is “one who sues 
for the king and himself”). Under the Act’s original version, 
the whistleblowers collected 50 percent of whatever the 
government recovered.

In 1943, the qui tam provisions were gutted because 
the rewards were reduced regardless of what the 
government recovered, and any suit based on 
any government file or information was not a true 
whistleblower suit, so, no recovery. The reconstruction-
era simplicity of true/false needed some heft, so 
Congress expanded the FCA in 1968. It now allows 
private suit and proportionate recovery for those relators 

(whistleblowers) who find the false claims during their 
work or contracting.

Complexities in billing, as opposed to buildings, required 
inside eyes to find false claims. With the potential percent-
age of recovery for relators now reaching up to 30 percent, 
the FCA today looms over anyone regulated by or doing 
business with the federal government. From 2009-2016, 
the federal government recovered $19.3 billion in false 
claims from healthcare providers alone. The year 2017 set 
a record for the Justice Department’s FCA claims at $4.7 
billion.

Natural curiosity finds us asking: Are many liars and cheats 
among the businesses that seek payments from the federal 
government? Or does a problem exist with the labels of 
true and false? How could so many doing business with the 
federal government get their true/false questions so wrong? 
Zeroing in on the healthcare cases, the meaning of true/false 
is fuzzy.

The case headlines lead us to believe that there has been a 
great deal of lying by physicians, nursing homes, hospitals, 
clinics, and anyone who has donned a pair of surgical gloves 
to get money. Granted, some scalawags are in healthcare. 
However, what is labeled as false in qui tam cases may not be 
an intentional act of deception.

Studying the qui tam cases shows patterns and areas of 
vulnerability—vulnerability that can be addressed by 
procedures for documenting not just truth, but also intent. 
False claims require intent. Intent is too often established in 
qui tam cases by the brevity and repetition in records.
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The procedure claims
In a case settled early in 2017, Dr. Norman A. Brooks settled 
an FCA claim for false billing to Medicare for $2.7 million. 
Part of the settlement involved “falsely diagnosing patients 
with cancer.” Whoa, Nellie! It is certainly possible that in 
many of the FCA claims, healthcare providers upped the 
diagnosis of a patient with the goal of inflated billings.

However, as a resident of the Southwest where the sun 
shines brutally 361 days per year, I know that skin cancer 
is not a question of “if,” but “when.” It is also quite possible 
that more than a few patients have been treated for 
pre-cancerous, although not cancerous, lesions. And 
the reimbursement rate would be higher for cancerous 
lesions.

But is it false to say that a patient is being treated for cancer 
when the patient has a pre-cancerous mole? In the literal 
sense, it is false. However, the risk of cancer is such that it 
may be in the best interests of the patient to have the mole 
removed. That statement is true. Where is that line? And 
does intent play a role in these cases?

The question then becomes not one of fraud, falsehood, or 
bilking the federal government, but rather the ex post facto 
hindsight evaluation of the claim. Now, the falsification of 
lab results to show a finding of cancer would be false. The 
coding of the treatment as one for cancer opens the door to 
endless interpretations.

Think of all the medical conditions that require treatment to 
prevent the coded illnesses: pre-diabetic, borderline blood 
pressure, arrhythmia, and so on. Are these false claims or 
claims made to obtain preventive treatment?

A review of the FCA diagnoses cases, however, shows clear 
trends in the behaviors of qui tam defendants. In these cases, 
every patient is diagnosed with cancer. The doctor, hospital, 
or clinic has a high percentage of patients with the same 
diagnosis and, apparently, little documentation for their 
diagnoses or recommended treatments.

What seems to be false can be proved true via individuality 
and documentation. Those relators who see the same 

diagnoses coming through, regardless of the patient, see 
the pattern. The pattern leads, ergo, to the false statements. 
The extensive number of patients, combined with identical 
diagnoses and treatments, is the falsehood.

The treatment claims
Another part of the Brooks settlement involved the universal 
use of Mohs micrographic surgery. The procedure is believed 
to be the best way to remove carcinoma and squamous 
cell carcinoma, and it leaves behind the greatest amount of 
healthy tissue. But the treatment costs more and carries a 
higher reimbursement rate than other possible procedures. 
The pattern of everyone receiving Mohs established the 
intent element.

Intent is too often 
established in qui tam 
cases by the brevity and 
repetition in records.

The issue is not whether the treatment was best for the 
patient, whether it was necessary given the location of the 
cancer or lesion (and the need for skin preservation), or even 
whether the patient had a cancer. The falsity comes from the 
premise that not every patient needs Mohs. If the premise 
is true, then all patients receiving Mohs establishes the 
falsehood.

In automobile injury cases (soft tissue), certain chiroprac-
tors provide small textbooks to justify their extensive 
treatment plans for their injured patients. The higher the 
medical bills, the higher the pain and suffering, the higher 
the recovery for plaintiff, chiropractor and plaintiff ’s 
lawyer.

However, every report of too many chiropractors is the 
same. Was the treatment given? True. Was the treatment 
helpful? The patient/plaintiff testifies, “True!” But the rote 

The question becomes one not of fraud or falsehood, but rather the
hindsight evaluation of the claim.
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recitation belies the truth. A falsehood may not have 
occurred, but a credibility problem exists. The chiropractors 
who have credibility may not have the longest report, but 
they have the most specifics per patient, and each report is 
unique.

Lack of compliance means a falsehood
The federal government imposed a three-year Corporate 
Integrity Agreement (CIA) on Dr. Brooks, which includes 
the creation and maintenance of a compliance program. 
What was missing from the practice was training for 
employees as well as review procedures for Medicare and 
Medicaid claims. That individualized documentation issue 
recurs.

You cannot claim truth in 
the presence of a conflict.

In addition, compliance provides a review process: checking 
files, treatment, percentage of patients with the same 
treatment, the quality of diagnoses, and depth of the 
documentation of treatment. The underlying issue to rebut 
the premise is: Does the patient need this more expensive 
treatment? Ambiguity and differing opinions become false 
claims when the documentation is missing, lacks depth, or is 
the same for all patients.

The prescription claims
Shifting from medical practice to prescriptions, the focus 
moves to the biggest qui tam recoveries. For example, 
Omnicare agreed to pay $28 million to settle a case for 
allegedly soliciting and receiving kickbacks from Abbott 
Labs for promoting its drug, Depakote, for elderly patients 
in nursing homes. Abbott settled the allegations earlier 
through a $1.5 billion global settlement involving other 
pharmaceuticals.

The Justice Department described the relationship between 
Omnicare and Abbott as follows:

Omnicare disguised the kickbacks it received from Abbott 
in a variety of ways. Abbott allegedly made payments to 
Omnicare described as “grants” and “educational funding,” 
even though their true purpose was to induce Omnicare to 
recommend Depakote. For example, Omnicare allegedly 
solicited substantial contributions from Abbott and other 
pharmaceutical manufacturers to its “Re*View” program. 
Although Omnicare claimed that Re*View was a “health 

management” and “educational” program, the complaint 
alleges that it was simply a means by which Omnicare 
solicited kickbacks from pharmaceutical manufacturers 
in exchange for increasing the utilization of their drugs 
on elderly nursing home residents. In internal documents, 
Omnicare allegedly referred to Re*View as its “one extra 
script per patient” program. The complaint also alleges 
that Omnicare entered into agreements with Abbott 
by which Omnicare was entitled to increasing levels of 
rebates from Abbott based on the number of nursing 
home residents serviced and the amount of Depakote 
prescribed per resident. Finally, the complaint alleges 
that Abbott funded Omnicare management meetings on 
Amelia Island, Florida, offered tickets to sporting events 
to Omnicare management and made other payments to 
local Omnicare pharmacies.1

The lesson here is that a conflict exists, ergo a falsehood 
exists. The issue of whether the Depakote prescriptions 
were in the best interests of the nursing home patients is no 
longer the issue. Even if the documentation were present 
to confirm that Depakote was in the best interests of every 
Omnicare patient, the conflict costs credibility. You cannot 
claim truth in the presence of a conflict.

Bonuses that affect reimbursement
Brewing in Los Angeles are two qui tam suits that allege 
that risk scoring on potential diagnoses was driving 
insurers’ sign-ups for Medicare Advantage members. 
The worse the diagnosis, the higher the government 
reimbursement to the insurer for signing up the member. 
The suits allege that the insurers only looked for the worst 
conditions in Medicare Advantage members to increase 
their reimbursement.

The insurers were not screening for blood pressure and 
metrics that signal evolving health issues. The complaints 
allege that the insurers wanted those who had kidney failure 
caused by diabetes because the reimbursement was one-
third higher.

In one of the relator’s complaints, emails from the insurer’s 
CFO state, “You mentioned vascular disease opportunities, 
screening opportunities, etc. with huge $ opportunities. 
Let’s turn on the gas.” The whistleblowers allege that they 
received bonuses for hitting revenue targets through 
increasing the per-patient reimbursement by Medicare.

1 www.justice.gov/opa/pr/nation-s-largest-nursing-home-pharmacy-pay-over-
28-million-settle-kickback-allegations
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